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The Asian & Pacific Islander American Health Forum (APIAHF) submits this written testimony for the record for the February 3, 2021 hearing before the House Energy & Commerce, Health Subcommittee entitled “Road to Recovery: Ramping up COVID-19 Vaccines, Testing and Medical Supply Chain.”

APIAHF is the nation’s leading health policy organization working to advance the health and well-being of over 20 million Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders (AA and NHPI) across the U.S. and territories. APIAHF works to improve access to and the quality of care for communities who are predominantly immigrant, many of whom are limited English proficient, and may be new to the U.S. healthcare system or unfamiliar with private or public coverage. We have longstanding relationships with over 150 community-based organizations across 34 states and the Pacific, to whom we provide capacity building, advocacy and technical assistance.
For over 32 years, we have focused our policy efforts on 1) improving access to health insurance and care for AA and NHPI and immigrant communities, 2) ensuring the collection, analysis and reporting of detailed demographic health data and 3) protecting and advancing the language rights of the 1 in 3 AAs and NHPIs who are limited English proficient.

As such, we have a strong understanding of the needs and barriers to good health that were already experienced by AA and NHPI communities across the country and ways in which COVID-19 is magnifying and exacerbating inequities among communities of color. It is imperative that Congress continue to take action to address these disparities as they threaten to undermine our collective national response and recovery.

COVID-19 National Crisis is Disproportionately Impacting Communities of Color

The novel COVID-19 virus is a national crisis that demonstrates that public health has no boundaries. Yet the impact is being unevenly felt among communities of color who, due to a combination of structural, economic, social and environmental disparities and discrimination, are experiencing higher burdens associated with the pandemic. As a result, COVID-19 is disproportionately leading to severe illness and mortality within these communities.

We wish to emphasize that, in the face of narratives to the contrary, these communities facing disparities are in no way to blame. COVID-19 has exposed what advocates for health equity have known for decades, if not centuries: our history of racism and prejudice has led to serious health consequences that continue today. Or as put recently by journalist Zeeshan Aleem, “it’s not people of color driving up America’s casualties, but America that is driving up people of color’s casualties.”

Nearly one year into the COVID-19 pandemic, the national emergency has magnified long-standing inequities that continue to undermine the health and well-being of AAs and NHPIs specially, and communities of color overall. To date, the federal response has been inadequate and has failed to identify and respond to the disproportionate impact COVID-19 is having on AAs and NHPIs nationally, and particularly within certain communities. The longstanding failure of state, federal and local governments to collect, analyze and report on detailed data have hampered our federal response at a time when the limited data that is available is clear that AAs and NHPIs are being impacted.

According to the UCLA COVID-19 Racial Data Tracker, NHPIs are the most likely to have contracted COVID-19 in 2020. In at least 10 states, AAs have a case fatality rate that is disproportionately higher than the general population, while the same is true for NHPIs in 8 states. Recent estimates indicate a high burden of COVID-19 deaths among AAs, with almost
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14,000 excess deaths, and AAs have the second-highest increase in deaths following Hispanic Americans.⁴

APIAHF has led national efforts to ensure the federal COVID-19 response addresses the needs of AA and NHPI communities including identifying critical gaps in data and infrastructure, language access and barriers for immigrant communities. In addition, as a long-term provider to the CDC, APIAHF is supporting CDC COVID-19 Response projects including building National AA NHPI COVID19 Response Network, which builds upon networks created by APIAHF and other national partners. The network includes a National AA NHPI Healthcare Workforce Education and Training Initiative and National Partnership for Rapid Response to COVID-19.

These inequities are compounded by the dual challenges that AA and NHPI communities face of a public health emergency and a spate of violence and xenophobic hate. AA and NHPI organizations have documented at least 1,900 hate incidents in 46 states.⁵

At the same time AA and NHPI communities are experiencing the dual blow of COVID-19 and COVID-19 hate, an estimated 2,000,000 AA and Pacific Islander essential workers are staffing vital public safety sectors. These include the 21% of physicians⁶ who are AA and the nearly 10% of registered nurses⁷ who are Filipino, as well as 21% of critical care fellows⁸ and 22% of pharmacists.⁹ Dr. Chen Fu, a Chinese American doctor working in a New York City hospital recently told NBC’s The Today Show how he faced, despite his front line work, animosity and harassment in public.¹⁰

While Congress has responded to the crisis, such efforts have been insufficient to address the distinct needs of communities of color, in particular immigrant and limited English proficient communities and as we enter the next phase of our response involving vaccine distribution and administration. Failing to address this oversight threatens to perpetuate existing barriers, as recent data suggests is already happening, and undermines our collective national response.

**Vaccine Distribution Must be Equitable**

As outlined in APIAHF and the Center for the Study of Asian American Health at NYU School of Medicine and community organizations around the nation letter to the National Academies for Science, Engineering and Medicine,¹¹ equity must be a central component of our national
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² Flagg A, Sharma D, Fenn L, Stobbe M. COVID-19’s Toll on People of Color Is Worse Than We Knew. The Marshall Project.²
vaccine distribution and administration efforts. This point has been echoed by leading civil rights organizations under the Leadership Conference for Civil and Human Rights Principles for COVID-19 Vaccine Development and Distribution, which call for communities to be included in vaccine distribution efforts and for affirmative steps to address vaccine hesitancy. And as noted below, having detailed data is central to achieving those efforts, as well as diverse clinical trials.

It is also important to understand that AANHPI communities face specific risks associated with COVID-19 that must be accounted for in distribution efforts:

**Essential Workers**

Essential workers face higher risks of COVID-19 infection because of increased exposure to the virus. About 10 percent of the US workforce are employed in jobs where they are exposed to infection or disease at least once per week. About 30 percent of AAs and NHPIs are represented in the essential workforce, including healthcare, food preparation services, personal care, protective services, sales and production. Pacific Islanders also have a high concentration in the meat- and poultry-processing industry, another essential industry. The burden of exposure to infection or disease at least once a week was more than 75 percent among healthcare support and healthcare practitioner workers, and about 30 percent among protective services workers. In some states, AAs and NHPIs make up the highest share of healthcare workers, with a large proportion who are immigrants.

Among AAs and NHPIs, there are several populations that have been reported to have a greater burden of COVID-19 deaths, in addition to the higher risk of COVID-19 disease and severe higher rates of comorbid conditions.

- Filipino nurses make up a large proportion of health workers, are employed in hospital sessions (58.5 percent), and are represented in acute care and critical care (42.5 percent) and geriatrics or gerontology (7 percent). In California, almost one-fifth of registered nurses are Filipino and are overrepresented compared to the patient population. In
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addition to their occupational exposures, a high proportion of Filipino nurses in the US were born in the Philippines (94.2 percent).\(^{18}\)

- AAs and NHPIs make up over 71 percent of the share of all healthcare workers in Hawaii and over 26 percent of healthcare workers in California.\(^{19}\)
- In the healthcare workforce in the US, Filipinos represent 18.4 percent in the share of healthcare workers compared to 9.1 percent of all AAs and NHPIs.\(^{20}\)
- In the food preparation workforce in the US, Chinese, Filipino, and NHPIs represent 6.1, 4.9, and 6.8 percent, respectively, in the share of food preparation workers compared to 4.9 percent of all AAs and NHPIs.\(^{21}\)

**Social Determinants of Health**

If a vaccine is to be equitably accessible, the social conditions and determinants of health for AA and NHPI communities must be considered.\(^{22}\) This includes the rates of un- or under-insurance, immigration status, language access, cultural awareness, chronic health conditions, and more. The high prevalence of underlying health conditions like diabetes and pre-diabetes\(^{23}\) are a large contributing factor to COVID-19 disparities among AAs and NHPIs. According to the CDC, among COVID-19 confirmed hospitalized adults, over 90 percent of adults had an underlying health condition that included hypertension (56.9 percent), obesity (47.6 percent), metabolic disease (41.4 percent), and cardiovascular disease (32.5 percent).\(^{24}\) Additionally, COVID-19 morbidity and mortality have been associated with diabetes in several recent studies.\(^{25}\)
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is of particular concern for Filipino, South Asian and NHPI communities affecting 12 percent, 11 percent and 9 percent, respectively as compared to 8.5 percent in US total.\textsuperscript{26}

- NHPIs have disproportionately high prevalence of cardiometabolic diseases including diabetes and obesity, and are among the highest-risk populations in the US.\textsuperscript{27}
- Studies have found that Asians as an aggregate have greater diabetes prevalence than their white counterparts\textsuperscript{28} and have the highest proportion of undiagnosed diabetes among all racial and ethnic groups.\textsuperscript{29}
- Furthermore, there is variation in the prevalence of diabetes when data are disaggregated by Asian subgroups. For example, a study by Uchima et al. (2019) using data from the Hawai‘i Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System found that NHPI (9.9 percent), Filipino (11.2 percent), and Chinese (9.1 percent) adults had significantly higher prevalence of diabetes than white adults (5.4 percent).\textsuperscript{30} Another study found that all AA women and men (Asian Indian, Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese) had greater prevalence of type 2 diabetes compared to non-Hispanic whites, with Asian Indian and Filipinos reporting the highest rates among AA subgroups.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{Multi-Generational Homes}

Living in more crowded homes, and/or multi-generational homes, may increase the risk of COVID infection, particularly among households with vulnerable populations (e.g., older adults) or essential workers and limited space to isolate.\textsuperscript{32}

- AAs and NHPIs are more likely to live in multigenerational homes than other racial/ethnic groups.\textsuperscript{33} More than 70 percent of AAs and NHPIs lived in multigenerational homes, with about 13 percent of AAs and NHPIs living in three-

The percent of adults 65 years and older living in multigenerational homes ranged from 4.6 percent among NHPIs to 12.1 percent among Filipinos.

- Among AA and NHPI groups, Filipinos (18.7 percent) and NHPIs (16.4 percent) reported the percentages of living in three-generational households.
- NHPIs have higher COVID-19 death rates than any other racial or ethnic group, especially in regions with dense populations of NHPIs like Louisiana, Arkansas and Iowa.
- About 24.1 percent of NHPIs live in 19 hotspot counties where NHPI populations are disproportionately affected by COVID-19 and 5.1 percent of AAs live in 4 hotspot counties where AA residents are disproportionately affected by COVID-19.

As such, given the large number of AANHPIs living in multigenerational households, vaccine prioritization should include family/caregivers as part of the essential and/or healthcare workers categories.

Language Access

One third of AAs and Pacific Islanders are limited English proficient (LEP), meaning they speak little to no English, creating a substantial barrier to accessing routine care, let alone critical information and access to vaccines and clinical trials. Despite existing federal law and regulation requiring protections for LEP communities, who account for 25 million Americans, including over 6 million AAs and over 100,000 NHPIs, and established language access plans of federal agencies, language remains a significant barrier for the health of AAs and NHPIs.

Our concerns are furthered confirmed by a survey commissioned by APIAHF with 45 community-based partners working with AA and NHPI communities which found that 9 in 10 respondents reported that existing language resources related to COVID-19 are inadequate. As such, it is critical that any vaccine framework address language access barriers and advocate for allocation of resources, at the trial, distribution and public education of any COVID-19 vaccine.
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**Immigration Status**

While the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has resulted in more than 20 million Americans gaining coverage through Medicaid and the Health Insurance Marketplace, coverage remains unequal with millions of immigrants ineligible for Medicaid and other public health insurance programs. Federal restrictions, dating back to the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, bar many categories of immigrants from coverage while undocumented immigrants are not even able to buy unsubsidized insurance on the ACA marketplaces. As a result, 31% of noncitizens are uninsured, compared to 8% of naturalized citizens and 7% of native-born citizens.

Finally, it is extremely important to look at the underlying conditions (racism, poverty, comorbidities, lack of access to health info/care/insurance), homelessness, institutionalization, and systemic inequality. Racism is a consequence of systemic inequalities and our national vaccine distribution and administration strategy must acknowledge the potential impact on vaccine allocation and public health.

**Detailed Demographic Data about Vaccine Administration is Needed**

As the United States has confirmed more than 25 million COVID-19 cases and more than 23 million doses of vaccines have been administered as of January 2021, we remain concerned that detailed demographic data continues to not be available about vaccine distribution and administration.

Disparities in COVID-19 impact are also present in vaccine distribution and administration efforts. According to new analysis by Kaiser Health News, Black Americans, for example, are being vaccinated at disproportionately lower rates than whites. This analysis was based on 16 states that have reported race and ethnicity for vaccine distribution and raises serious concerns given that Asian American and non-Hispanic Black health care workers are more likely to contract COVID-19 and die compared to their white counterparts. While many factors may be contributing to lower vaccination rates in communities of color, it is impossible to equitably address them without the collection, analysis and regular public reporting of detailed demographic data.
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APIAHF and Trust for America’s Health recently outlined these concerns to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, appreciating that CDC is working to support our whole-of-government response to COVID-19 and that there was a lack of data collected under the last administration which compounds those efforts, as well as the challenge of aggregating data from multiple states and immunization information systems.

Tracking demographic data for those who have received the vaccine is critical to equitable vaccination efforts, including being able to tailor culturally and linguistically accessible outreach.

It is imperative that Congress respond to the complex crisis that communities of color are experiencing due to COVID-19 and include the supports that are needed to ensure equitable distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. Thank you for receiving this testimony. Please feel contact APIAHF policy at policy@apiahf.org with any questions.
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